Abstract. We prove that, if the closed unit ball of a normed space X has sufficiently many extreme points, then every mapping Φ from X into itself with the following property is affine: For any pair of points in X, there exists a (not necessarily linear) surjective isometry on X that coincides with Φ at the two points. We also consider surjectivity of such a mapping in some special cases including C * -algebras.
Introduction
Let X and Y be normed spaces. Let T L(X, Y ) denote the collection of (not necessarily linear) mappings Φ : X → Y with the following property: For any a, b ∈ X, there exists a (not necessarily linear) surjective isometry Φ a,b : X → Y such that Φ a,b (a) = Φ(a) and Φ a,b (b) = Φ(b). It is clear that every Φ ∈ T L(X, Y ) is an isometry.
Motivation to consider such mappings comes from the study of local mappings. Let S be a collection of mappings from X into Y . A mapping Φ : X → Y is said to be locally in S if for any a ∈ X, there exists a mapping Φ a ∈ S such that Φ a (a) = Φ(a). In [4] , Kadison proved that every bounded linear mapping from a von Neumann algebra M into a dual M -bimodule that is locally in the collection of derivations is a derivation. See also [6] . This result led to further research on local mappings of operator algebras.Šemrl (essentially) introduced the following concept in [13] : A mapping Φ : X → Y is said to be 2-locally in S if for any a, b ∈ X, there exists a mapping Φ a,b ∈ S such that Φ a,b (a) = Φ(a) and Φ a,b (b) = Φ(b). Hence a mapping in T L(X, Y ) is 2-locally in the collection of surjective isometries. See [7, Chapter 3] and [1, Chapter 8] for more information on the study of local mappings in the setting of operator algebras.
Let us get back to our setting. In this note, we are interested in properties of mappings in T L(X, Y ). The Mazur-Ulam theorem assures that every surjective isometry between two normed spaces is affine (i.e. a translation of a real linear mapping). Hence, if T L(X, Y ) = ∅, then it follows that X and Y are isometrically isomorphic, so we can identify Y with X as real normed spaces. In the rest of this note, we only consider the case X = Y . We define T L(X) := T L(X, X).
The study of T L(X) was initiated by Molnár [8] . He proved that every mapping in T L(B(H)) is surjective, where B(H) denotes the collection of bounded linear operators on a separable complex Hilbert space H. He asked whether every mapping in T L(A) on the unital commutative C * -algebra A = C(K) for a first countable compact Hausdorff space (in particular when K is the unit interval [0, 1] of the real line) is surjective. Attracted by Molnár's research, Hatori and Oi proved that every mapping in T L(B) is surjective for a certain function space B [3] . Recently, Oi gave a positive answer to Molnár's question [10] .
We want to consider the following question: Under what condition on X every mapping in T L(X) surjective? However, it seems to be difficult to answer this question because we can easily construct bad examples (see the following sections). Hence we will consider a variant of the above question. If a mapping Φ ∈ T L(X) is surjective, then Φ is affine by the Mazur-Ulam theorem. Therefore, it is natural to ask: Under what condition on X every mapping in T L(X) affine?
In this note, we first show that every mapping in T L(X) is affine if X satisfies some condition on extreme points in the closed unit ball of X. For such an X, we explain that the problem of T L(X) can be translated into that of local isometries. Using it, we give an alternate and independent proof of a positive answer to Molnár's question. In addition, we consider T L(A) for a general unital C * -algebra A. This note contains several remarks, examples and further questions.
Automatic affinity of mappings in T L
For a normed space X, we consider the following property:
P Every mapping in T L(X) is affine. This property is important because if X satisfies this, then the problem of T L(X) reduces to that of so-called local isometries, which we describe in the following paragraphs.
Let X be a normed space. Let RL(X) (resp. CL(X)) denote the collection of real (resp. complex) linear mappings Φ : X → X with the property that, for every a ∈ X, there exists a real (resp. complex) linear surjective isometry Φ a : X → X such that Φ a (a) = Φ(a). Remark 2.1. A mapping in T L(X) with the property that the Φ a,b as in the definition can be taken as a linear mapping is sometimes called a 2-local isometry. A mapping in RL(X) or CL(X) is often called a local isometry. However, we try to avoid using terminology of this kind in order to get rid of the possibility of confusion.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a normed space.
(1) Suppose Φ ∈ T L(X) is an affine mapping. Then the mappingΦ :
Proof. (1) It is clear thatΦ ∈ T L(X). By our assumption,Φ is real linear. Let a ∈ X. SinceΦ ∈ T L(X), there exists a surjective isometryΦ 0,a : X → X such thatΦ 0,a (0) =Φ(0) = 0 andΦ 0,a (a) =Φ(a). By the Mazur-Ulam theorem,Φ 0,a is a real linear surjective isometry and henceΦ ∈ RL(X).
(2) Let Φ ∈ RL(X) and a, b ∈ X. Then there exists a real linear surjective 
with respect to some free ultrafilter U on N. It is easy to see that X is transitive. Namely, for any a, b ∈ X with a = b , there exists a linear surjective isometry T on X such that T (a) = b. It follows that every (not necessarily surjective) isometry on X is in T L(X).
Since
, we see that X is isometrically isomorphic to X ⊕ 1 X. Moreover, it is known that X is isometrically isomorphic to L 1 (µ) for some measure µ. We define a mapping Φ :
|f − g|dµ
It is easy to see that Φ is not affine. We conclude that there exists a mapping in T L(X) that is not affine.
Nevertheless, we can show that many normed spaces satisfy the property P.
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a normed space with the property that the real linear span of extreme points in the closed unit ball is dense in X. Then every mapping in T L(X) is affine.
Proof. Let Φ ∈ T L(X). We show that Φ is affine. We may assume Φ(0) = 0. Thus we need to show that Φ is real linear. Let E denote the collection of extreme points in the closed unit ball of X.
First we prove the following: For any x, y ∈ X and λ ∈ R, we have y − x ∈ λE if and only if Φ(y) − Φ(x) ∈ λE. Moreover, for any x ∈ E and λ ∈ R, we have Φ(λx) = λΦ(x). Indeed, since Φ is in T L(X), for x, y ∈ X, there exists a surjective isometry Φ x,y : X → X such that Φ x,y (x) = Φ(x) and Φ x,y (y) = Φ(y). Let λ ∈ R. It follows by the Mazur-Ulam theorem that Φ x,y is affine and thus y − x ∈ λE if and only if Φ(y) − Φ(x) ∈ λE. Let x be in E and λ < 0 be a negative real number. Since x − λx ∈ (1 + |λ|)E, we have Φ(x) − Φ(λx) ∈ (1 + |λ|)E. By the equation
we obtain Φ(λx) = λΦ(x). If λ is a positive real number, then we have Φ(λx) = −λΦ(−x) = λΦ(x), hence we obtain the claim. Next we prove: If x ∈ E, y ∈ X and λ ∈ R , then Φ(y + λx) = Φ(y) + λΦ(x). By the preceding paragraph, we have Φ(λx) = λΦ(x). Consider another mapping in T L(X) defined by X ∋ a → Φ(y + a) − Φ(y) ∈ X. Then the same discussion shows that there exists an element z ∈ E such that Φ(y + λx) − Φ(y) = λz for any λ ∈ R. It suffices to show that z = Φ(x). Since Φ is an isometry, we have for any λ ∈ R y = (y + λx) − λx
Consider the limit λ → ∞ to obtain z = Φ(x). By what we have proved, we obtain Φ( 1≤k≤n λ k x k ) = 1≤k≤n λ k Φ(x k ) for any n ∈ N and λ k ∈ R, x k ∈ E, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. It follows that Φ is real linear on span(E). Since Φ is an isometry and span(E) is dense in X, Φ is real linear on X.
Question 2.6. Is every mapping in T L(X) on a separable Banach space X affine?
Non-surjective examples
We give several examples of non-surjective mappings in CL(X) (which is contained in T L(X)).
Example 3.1. Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space. Then there exists a non-surjective mapping in CL(H). In fact, H is isometrically isomorphic to H ⊕ 2 H, and the mapping Φ :
Example 3.2. Nonseparable Banach spaces give other examples. Let I be an uncountable set and 1 ≤ p < ∞ be a real number. Consider the space ℓ p (I) (resp. c 0 (I)) of complex-valued functions f on I with f p p := i∈I |f (i)| p < ∞ (resp. with |f (i)| > ǫ for finitely many i ∈ I for any ǫ > 0, and f := sup i∈I |f (i)|). Fix an element i 0 ∈ I and take a bijection τ : I \ {i 0 } → I. Then the mapping Φ : ℓ p (I) → ℓ p (I) (resp. Φ : c 0 (I) → c 0 (I)) defined by (Φ(f ))(i) := f (τ (i)), i = i 0 and (Φ(f ))(i 0 ) := 0 is a non-surjective mapping in CL(ℓ p (I)) (resp. CL(c 0 (I))). Consider the unitization c(I) of the commutative C * -algebra c 0 (I). Then we can find an example of non-surjective unital complex linear mapping in CL(c(I)) in a similar way. For a nonseparable Hilbert space H, consider the space K(H) of compact operators on H. A similar construction as above gives examples of nonsurjective mappings in CL(K(H)) and CL(K(H) + C id H ), too. Example 3.3. We can also give many examples in the case of separable normed spaces. Consider the space c 00 of all finitely supported sequences of complex numbers. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Endow c 00 with the ℓ p -norm. Then the mapping (a n ) n≥1 → (a n−1 ) n≥1 , (a n ) n≥1 ∈ c 00 , a 0 := 0, is an example for (c 00 , · p ).
Note that we can give similar examples in RL for corresponding real normed spaces.
T L of C * -algebras
In this section, motivated by Molnár's work [8] , we consider mappings in T L(A) for a C * -algebra A. See for example [5] for the basic properties of operator algebras, but remark that every C * -algebra in [5] is assumed unital. Let A be a C * -algebra. Let A sa := {a ∈ A | a = a * } and P(A) := {p ∈ A | p = p * = p 2 } denote the self-adjoint part of A and the collection of projections in A, respectively. When A is unital, let U (A) := {u ∈ A | uu * = 1 = u * u} denote the unitary group of A. It is well-known that the connected component of 1 in U (A) is equal to U 0 (A) := {e ia1 e ia2 · · · e ian | n ∈ N, a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ∈ A sa }. A Jordan * -homomorphism Φ from A into another C * -algebra is a complex linear mapping such that Φ(x * ) = Φ(x) * and Φ(xy + yx) = Φ(x)Φ(y) + Φ(y)Φ(x) for any x, y ∈ A. The following is well-known. The following are also known. (1) Φ(U (A)) = U (B).
(2) If Q ∈ P(A) and Φ(Q) ∈ B sa , then the spectrum σ(Φ(Q)) of Φ(Q) is a subset of {1, 0, −1}.
Proof. Take J and p as in the above lemma. We give a proof of an answer to Molnár's question. See also [10] by Oi for another proof.
Theorem 4.6. Let A be a unital commutative separable C * -algebra, or more generally, let A = C(K) for a first countable compact Hausdorff space K. Then every mapping in T L(A) is surjective.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, it suffices to show that every Φ ∈ RL(A) is surjective. By Corollary 4.4, Φ(1) ∈ U (A). Considering Φ(1) * Φ(·) instead of Φ, we may assume
. These facts assure that σ(Φ(i)) ⊂ {i, −i}. Thus there exists a projection p in A such that Φ(i) = ip − ip ⊥ , where p ⊥ := 1 − p. Since A is a commutative C * -algebra, we can decompose A into a direct sum:
(which is also a mapping in RL(A)) instead of Φ, we may in addition assume Φ(i) = i.
Consider the subsetŨ := {u ∈ U 0 (A) | Φ(iu) = iΦ(u)} of U 0 (A), which contains 1. The same discussion as in the first paragraph of this proof assures that σ(Φ(u) * Φ(iu)) ⊂ {i, −i} for any u ∈ U (A). By the continuity of Φ, it follows thatŨ is open and closed in the connected set U 0 (A). Thus we obtainŨ = U 0 (A). Lemma 4.1 and the real linearity of Φ imply that Φ is complex linear. By Lemma 4.5, Φ is a Jordan * -endomorphism. Since A is commutative, Φ is a * -endomorphism. By the assumption that A = C(K) for some first countable compact Hausdorff space K, the rest of the proof can be completed by almost the same way as in the proof of [9, Lemma] . Indeed, we see that Φ is of the form f → f • ϕ 0 , f ∈ C(K), for some continuous surjection ϕ 0 : K → K. If ϕ 0 is not injective, then there exists a point z ∈ K such that ϕ −1 0 (z) has more than one point. We can take a nonnegative function f ∈ C(K) with f −1 (1) = {z} and f = 1. It follows that (Φ(f )) −1 (1) has more than one point, but this contradicts Φ ∈ RL(C(K)) by the classical Banach-Stone theorem combined with Lemma 4.3.
Note that the weaker result that every mapping in CL(A) is surjective for the same A was proved in [9, Lemma] . Example 3.2 implies that we cannot drop the assumption on first countability. Theorem 4.6 gives a positive answer to the following question in the commutative setting. However, the author could not obtain an answer in the general noncommutative case. Recall that Molnár's result in [8] means that the von Neumann algebra B(H) (which is nonseparable as a C * -algebra) has the property that every mapping in T L(B(H)) is surjective. The following proposition may give an idea for tackling the above question. Remark 4.9. It is clear that every von Neumann algebra has the property as in the assumption of this proposition. It is known that there are many other C * -algebras with this property (cf. [11] ).
Proof of Proposition 4.8. First we show that Φ(iA sa ) ⊂ iA sa . It suffices to show Φ(ia) ∈ iA sa for any a ∈ A sa with a = 1. Decompose Φ(ia) into a sum a 1 + ia 2 with a 1 , a 2 ∈ A sa . Since Φ ∈ RL(A) and Φ(1) = 1, for any t ∈ R, we have
Take the positive and negative parts of a 1 : a 1 = a 1+ − a 1− , a 1+ , a 1− ∈ A + , a 1+ a 1− = 0. We have 1 − a 1 t ≥ 1 − t a 1+ for any t < 0, and 1 − a 1 t ≥ 1 + t a 1− for any t > 0. By the above inequality, we obtain a 1+ = 0 = a 1− . Hence Φ(ia) = a 1 + ia 2 = ia 2 ∈ iA sa .
Define a mapping Φ ′ : A sa → A sa by Φ ′ (a) := −iΦ(ia). By Corollary 4.4, we have Φ(U (A)) ⊂ U (A). Hence for any Q ∈ P(A), there exists a projection P ∈ P(A)
for some p ∈ P(A). We show that p commutes with any P as above. Since Φ
, there exists a real linear surjective isometry
Observe that the mapping defined by x → −iΦ iQ (ix) is also a real linear surjective isometry on A. Therefore, by Corollary 4.4, the spectrum σ(p − P ⊥ ) must be a subset of {1, 0, −1}, and hence p and P commute. It follows that p commutes with Φ ′ (Q) for any Q ∈ P(A). Recall the assumption that P(A) is total in A sa . Since Φ ′ is an isometry, p commutes with every element in Φ ′ (A sa ) = −iΦ(iA sa ).
Consider another mapping Φ
′′ ∈ RL(A) and Φ(1) = 1. The same discussion as in the preceding paragraph shows that (i(p − p ⊥ )Φ(A sa ) =) Φ ′′ (iA sa ) ⊂ iA sa and that every element in −iΦ ′′ (iA sa ) = (p − p ⊥ )Φ(A sa ) commutes with −iΦ ′′ (i) = p − p ⊥ . It follows that every element in Φ(A sa ) commutes with p. Therefore, every element in Φ(A) commutes with p. Now we can define the real linear isomertyΦ : A → A byΦ(x) := Φ(x)p + Φ(x) * p ⊥ . We haveΦ(1) = 1,Φ(i) = i andΦ(U (A)) ⊂ U (A). Put U 1 := {u ∈ U 0 (A) |Φ(iu) = iΦ(u)}. Then 1 ∈ U 1 . The same discussion as in the first half of this proof implies that σ(Φ(u) * Φ (iu)) ⊂ {i, −i} for any u ∈ U (A). Hence the continuity ofΦ shows that U 1 is open and closed in the connected set U 0 (A), thus U 1 = U 0 (A). SinceΦ is an isometry, Lemma 4.1 implies thatΦ is complex linear, and henceΦ is a Jordan * -endomorphism by Lemma 4.5.
Question 4.10. Can we drop the assumption on P(A) in Proposition 4.8? (Note that the first paragraph of this proof is valid for any unital C * -algebra.)
The author does not know the answer to the following question on local * -automorphisms, which are closely related to local isometries. Question 4.11. Let A be a unital separable C * -algebra. Suppose Φ : A → A is a * -endomorphism with the following property: For every a ∈ A, there exists a * -automorphism Φ a : A → A such that Φ a (a) = Φ(a). Is such a Φ always surjective? Example 3.2 implies that this does not necessarily hold in nonseparable cases. The answer to Question 4.11 is YES when A is singly generated as a C * -algebra. If there exists a counterexample to the statement of this question, then it is also a non-surjective example in CL(A) (and thus in RL(A) and T L(A)).
